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Stacey

All set for summer

you can MAKE this 
nature-inspired 

greeting card!Use our dies for 

your parties  

and events
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wELCOME 
When I founded Spellbinders in 2003 it was built on 

my passion for crafting; 14 years later, the company 
has grown and so too has that passion. 

I understand just how personal creativity is, and so 
Spellbinders now has a team of wonderfully diverse and 
talented in-house designers whose distinct styles will 
embrace and support every creative taste. 

It's fair to say that as a company, we really do 
understand crafters and crafting – that's what we're all 
about! – and so every product we bring to you, from dies 
to machines, gadgets to storage solutions, comes from a 
sound knowledge; if we love and need it, we know you will 
too! In fact, we devote our time to developing machines 
and tools to ensure crafting is frustration-free leaving you 
to enjoy what you love doing most – creating fabulous 
makes to be proud of.

We have many new products in line for this year and 
2018, and beyond that we will, of course, continue to 
power creative hearts and minds.

Happy crafting!

Stacey Caron
FOUNDER

Visit 
for your exclusive
Spellbinders products 
createandcraft.com

From stockists or
spellbinderspaperarts.com
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In the frame
S6-112 Graceful 

Borders 6" x 6" Frame 
maker, £24.99

This clever mitred square 
allows you to turn any border 

die into a perfect frame 
shape. Use this set to enhance 

your card backgrounds, 
decorate envelopes or frame 

your favourite photos.

Go for bling
S6-123 Rebel Rose 

Rebel Jewels, £24.99
This bang-on-trend die set 
combines cut crystals with 

curves and circles. Each square 
design would work beautifully 

when cut from pearlescent 
card and mounted onto a 

jewel coloured background. 
Perfect for romantic greetings, 

wedding invitations or as 
jewellery display cards.

Oh so pretty
S4-707 Graceful 

Borders Damask, £16.99
Elegant and intricate, these 
border dies will add a touch 
of class to the edges of your 

cards. Use alone or in addition 
to the Frame Maker die (right) 

for clean cut, symmetrical 
corners. Edge the pages of 
a special scrapbook, pin to 

dresser shelves for a vintage 
kitchen feel or wrap around 

glass jars for dainty tea  
light holders.

Boost your papercrafting kit and 
expand your creative horizons

dies &
machines
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4 brilliant  
die machines

Platinum TM Die Cutting &  
Embossing Machine, £159.99
Offering unsurpassed pressure and 
durability, the Platinum comes in 
platform sizes 6” or 8.5”. It can cut 
most etched/wafer thin, steel rule 
dies and be used with most texture 
plates and embossing folders. 
Cutting more than 40 different 
materials, including leather, wood 
and fabric, the Platinum is great 
for fabric arts, mixed media, home 
décor, DIY, and much more!

Grand Calibur® Die Cutting & 
Embossing Machine, £119.99 
A large cutting platform that can 
cut up to 8.5” of most etched/wafer 
thin dies, together with its texture 
plates and embossing folders 
(embossing folders require an 
additional Raspberry Spacer Plate), 
makes the Grand Calibur ideal for 
projects such as cardmaking and 
scrapbooking.

Prizm TM Die Cutting & Embossing 
Machine, £34.99
This portable machine cuts up to  
2 ½” wide etched/wafer thin dies, 
and is perfect for all papercraft 
projects. Compact and lightweight 
this is an affordable addition to your 
papercrafting kit.

Sapphire TM Die Cutting & 
Embossing Machine, £34.99
Stylish and distinctive, the Sapphire 
features a fold-down platform and 
easy-crank handle and cuts up to 
2.5” wide etched/wafer thin dies. 
Weighing less than 2lbs, it’s easy 
to transport and is priced very 
affordably.

Floral fancy
S3-252 Vintage Elegance 
Round flower Fold 'n' Go, 

£12.99
These accurate petal dies are 

creased, folded and slotted together 
to create perfectly round flowers 

with equal spacing between petals. 
Four petal sizes allow you to build 

up impressive layered blooms or 
make eye-catching arrangements.  

A single flower could decorate a 
card and hundreds of blooms could  

dress DIY wedding tables.

Everybody dance!
S4-752 Joyous 
Celebrations Party Kids, 
£16.99
A playful and nostalgic die, this works 
as a single motif or combines to 
make a border. Cut from black card 
to make a clean silhouette against  
a floral background. Use several  
die-cuts as a frieze or string 
together for party bunting.

Hot buys!...

Coming a bit unstuck? We’ll show you how to get the 
best out of your die cutting machine:  

MACHINE TROUBLESHOOTER

� How do I know if my sandwich is too thick to go through  
the machine?
You will feel a resistance and find it difficult to turn the handle.  
If this happens, back out the sandwich and remove some layers.
� My machine looks great, how do I keep it clean?
You can use a microfibre cloth to keep the daily dust off or a 
slightly damp cloth to remove any marks.
� My cutting plate is starting to warp – will this affect its  
cutting ability?
No, but the warping is inevitable. There are ways to extend the life 
of your cutting plate; flip it over each time you use it and front to 
back. Also, if at all possible, don’t always cut in the centre. You will 
know it’s time to replace it when it no longer makes clean cuts.
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This little treat will brighten the breakfast table

This cute idea 
slips over the top 
of a juice bottle. 
The perfect pick-
me-up before a 
busy day! The 
zesty colours 

and bright fruits 
combine on a look 
that’s perfect for 

summer

Start with...
Spellbinders® Platinum™ 
Die Cutting and  
Embossing Machine  
Spellbinders® Prizm™ 
Machine
Make Mine Lemon-Lime 
Etched Die Set (S4-718)
Orange You Etched Die 
Set (S4-722)
Tool ‘n One™
Card, coloured 
Paper, patterned 
Ink
Ribbon
Glue dots

Make it... 
Fruit label

1 Trim white card 7cm x 
19cm, then using the 

Orange die make a circle 
1.5cm from the top of the 
rectangle. This should fit 
over a standard juice bottle.

2 Trim green dotty paper 
6.5cm x 10cm and stick  

to the bottom half of the 
white panel. Stamp a 
sentiment on a 5.5cm x 
9cm white card. Mount 
to a slightly larger orange 
panel and then add to the 
main décor. Tie a ribbon just 
above the message.  

3 Die-cut Orange, Leaves, 
Slice and Flower from 

corresponding paper. Cut 
the fruit in a lighter shade of 
orange card or even yellow. 
Use the Tool ‘n One to 
embellish the fruit. Attach all 
of the pieces in place. 

Debi Adams brings the feel 
of a local market to your craft 
room. Her imagination and 
ingenuity in designing these 
versatile Market Fresh dies 
allows you to create different 
kinds of fruits or vegetables  
in each set.
spellbinderspaperarts.com

The great shading 
ideas used here  
make the fruit look 
more realistic

Try it...

Love it...
The Tool ‘n One 
foam applicator 
is perfect for 
shading and 
embellishing 
plain card

Fruity fancy

Make me!
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In full feather
Show off your plumage with a  

fancy bohemian card setOrnate feathers 
and vibrant 

flowers combine 
to create a 

timeless nature-
inspired greeting 
that’s perfect for 
every occasion 

Start with...
Spellbinders® Platinum™ 
Die Cutting and 
Embossing Machine
Stamp and Die Template 
Set, Stephanie Low: 
Feather (SDS-038); 
Feather Fireflies  
(SDS-060)
Card, cream
Patterned papers
Black ink-pad
Ribbons, gems 
Brush markers

Spray paint jam jars 
in opaque colours 
and finish with pretty 
patterned papers

Try it...

The Earth Air Water 
collection features beautiful 
illustrations by designer 
Stephanie Lowe. Using 
nature as her inspiration, 
she draws intricate designs 
that are transformed 
into rubber stamps and 
matching dies.
spellbinderspaperarts.com 

Make it... 
Feather card

1 Stamp a feather onto 
card. Allow the ink 

to dry before colouring 
the design with brush 
markers. Lightly secure 
the corresponding die 
over the design with tape 
and run through the  
die cutting machine. 

2 Use foam pads to 
mount the feather 

motif onto layered 
patterned paper. Fix 
the panel onto a card 
blank. Embellish with 
ribbon and gems then 
add a hand stamped 
sentiment to finish.

New
Exclusive to
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Brighten a plain     cushion with a  
blooming die-cut decor

These felt flowers 
are so easy to create 

and here, add the 
finishing touch to a 
cute pillow. Stitch a 
simple heart shape 

and add pom-poms, 
and a bold bloom 
to create a one-off 

you’ll treasure

Start with...
Spellbinders® Platinum™6 
Die Cutting and Embossing 
Machine or Spellbinders® 
Platinum™ Die Cutting and 
Embossing Machine
Layered Blooms Contour™ 
Steel Rule Die (SR-005)
Felt: pink, green
Embroidery thread
Hot glue

Make it... 
Heart pillow

1 Create a simple heart-shaped 
template suitable for a small 

cushion. Cut a fabric back and 
two pieces of contrasting cloth 
cut vertically for the front. Join 
top and bottom with a length of 
cord between them. Press, then 
embroider a simple running 
stitch sentiment.

2 Place the fabric back, right 
side uppermost and lay 

pom-pom braid around the 
edge with the trims facing 

inwards. Lay the cushion 
front, right side down 
carefully aligning the sides 
to ensure all of the trim is 
encased. Sew around the 
edge taking care not to 
catch any of the pom-poms. 
Leave a gap for turning. Turn 
through the opening then 
close it with hand stitches.

3 Die-cut the Flower 
and Leaf twice. Layer 

the blooms together. Add 
decorative embroidery 
stitching to the blooms. Use 
a needle and thread to run a 

stitch through the centre 
of the flower, from the 
bottom to the top and 
back again. Secure with a 
knot. Fix the bloom to to 
the cushion with hot glue.

Add decorative 
embroidery stitches  
to the flower petals 

The Contour™ steel-rule 
dies have the muscle and 
precision to cut a multitude 
of mixed media materials, 
leather, fabric and more. 
Allowing you to take  
your creativity to entirely 
new places!
spellbinderspaperarts.com

Love it...
These cute flowers 
have so many 
uses. You can 
make headbands, 
appliqués, 
lampshade décor, 
jewellery and the 
list goes on!

Try it...

Heart pillow

Make me!
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Genius
products

you need in your stash!

In the bag
Store and transport your Spellbinder 

Platinum™ machine in this stylish Rolling 
Storage Tote, which measures a tidy 

18"x 16.5" x 10". It comes complete with a 
retractable handle so 

stows away neatly 
when not in use, and 

features a durable 
vinyl outer for ease 

of maintenance.  
If this stylish grey 

isn't quite your 
colour, it's also 

available in  
chic black.

Two essentials that were made for each other

working together
magnetic 

handy mat
This double-sided Magnetic 

Handy Mat has a flocked 
surface on one side for 
accurate stamping and 

clean piercing, while 
the self-healing 
surface on the 

reverse is perfect 
for cutting.

BOX CLEVER
Keep more than 60 of 

your Spellbinders S4 die 
templates safely stored in this 
collapsible Storage Organizer. 

It is compact and comes 
complete with reinforced 

bottom, chipboard dividers 
and handles for ease of 

transportation.

Make me!

 Handy  
storage
This Excess Baggage Zipped 
Storage Pouch is the perfect 
companion to the Rolling 
Storage Tote. Use it to store a 
range of tools and accessories 
– it's perfect for the Tool 'n One 
–  so your crafting supplies are 
organised and ready to use. 

Safety first
Fed up with misplacing your dies? 
Main Attraction is a magnetic 
holder that will locate precious 
dies – or other metal tools – in 
a creative chaos. It is, however, 
equally handy for keeping dies safe 
and to hand as you work.

9

From stockists or
spellbinderspaperarts.com

Tool 'n One
The Tool 'n One is a handy piece of kit with 

a variety of functions: a roller brush and 
piercing tool to clean dies and a spatula to 

release delicate cut paper from dies.

http://spellbinderspaperarts.com/


Mix it up
Let loose, die-cut, 
upcycle and enjoy 
putting your own 
spin on this neat 
idea. Follow our 

steps to create the 
book cover, then 

add your own 
trims and finishing 

touches

Create an art journal cover using old jeans,  
shirts and some pretty fabrics

Start with...
Spellbinders Platinum™ 
Die Cutting and 
Embossing Machine
Tool ‘n One™
Ring Binder, Seth Apter 
(SA-001)
Contour™ Steel-Rule Die, 
Seth Apter: Change-A-
Page (SR-081);  
Type-Oh! (SR-011)
Textured materials, various
Fabrics: floral  
cotton, denim
Adhesives

Love it...
You can cut a 
variety of materials 
using a Contour™ 
Steel Rule Die - 
much more than 
when using a thin, 
etched version 

Why not...
Make a journal divider  

to keep your notes  
organised

 Make it... 
Journal

1 Take a three ring binder and 
remove the inner pages. 

Create a fresh set using the 
Change-A-Page die and 
various textured materials. 

2Cut floral fabric to wrap 
around the outer cover 

with enough to turn inside – 
use the book open flat as a 
template. Cut denim for the 
inside covers. Fix both fabrics 
using double-sided adhesive 
sheets or fabric glue.

3Die cut 'Make Art' using 
the Type-Oh! Die and 

old denim. Add double-
sided sticky to the back of 
the fabric before cutting it 
to make it easier to adhere 
letters in place. Outline each 
one in black to add shadow.

Seth Apter's collection 
of dies and stamps are 
designed to recreate his 
unique style of mixed media 
art. Combine colour, shape, 
texture and form to explore 
your inner creative voice.
spellbinderspaperarts.com
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Fairy favourites
Make little paper pretties to decorate your pad 

These dinky paper 
houses are perfect 
to perk up a dull 
corner, or even 
better, pop in 

a gift or two to 
transform them 
into cute party 
favour boxes 

Start with...
Spellbinders® Platinum™ 
Die Cutting and 
Embossing Machine
Spellbinders Designer 
Series: Joyous 
Celebrations, Build A 
House die set (S4-753)
Card: plain, patterned

Make it... 
Little house

1 Using the Build A House 
die, cut two fronts and 

two sides from patterned 

If you plan to add 
hand-drawn details 
to your house, it 
is best to do this 
before assembling

Try it...

These Shapeabilities™ 
Build A House Etched Dies 
by Sharyn Sowell will make 
3-D crafting a breeze. The 
eight-piece set is all you 
need to turn this sweet 
structure into a house, a 
cottage or wherever your 
imagination takes you!
spellbinderspaperarts.com

card. Crease along the 
scorelines and glue 
together. Die-cut three roof 
pieces, stick two together 
and fix to the apex of the 
house. Glue the remaining 
piece to the base of the 
house to keep it square. 

2 Choose contrasting 
coloured card for the 

windows and a door, then 
fix to the front and sides 

Love it...
Use all your scraps 
of card to make a 
collection of beautiful 
buildings and line 
them up along an 
empty windowsill

of the house using 2mm 
thick foam pads. Cut shutter 
pieces and decorate with tiny 
die-cut hearts.

3 Finish the house with a 
tiny picket fence made 

from light coloured card and 
fix either side of the door. 
Die-cut green hearts and use 
these as leaves at the base of 
the fence before adding tiny 
punched flowers.

New
Eight-piece

die set!

11
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Add a touch of the tropics to your event  
with these showstoppers

  
flamingo party

So what’s hip and on 
trend? Flamingos! 

Here we've combined 
these fabulous 

creatures with a 
selection of dies but 

you can mix and 
match elements from 
your own collection 

Start with...
Spellbinders® Platinum™ or 
Platinum™6 Machine
Stamp and Die Set: Thoughts 
(SBS-066); Be/So Hex-SD  
(S-031); Tropics (S4-676); 
Geraniums and Leaves  
(S4-678); Ruffled Flowers  
(S5-277)
Blackboard, 28cm x 36cm
Marker pens
Graphite or tracing paper

Make it... 
Birthday sign

1 Grid out different boxes 
on the board for your 

information, leave space for 
the decorative die pieces. 
Write everything into the 
boxes, either using the 
tracing method or freehand.

2 Die-cut a selection of 
motifs from card and 

attach to the board. Use 
several shades of green for 
the leaves including some in 
aqua. Cut pineapples in gold 
and yellow; pink flowers and 
a flamingo in pink.  

Embellish the creature 
with gold pen and use 
white marker to make 
flower centres.

3 Stamp the word 
'sweet' from the 

Love it...
Remember, you 
can just wipe the 
lettering off and 
start again if you 
make a mistake

Using white 
watercolour pencil is 
a great way to try this 
idea and practise your 
lettering technique 

Try it...

Thoughts set using white 
marker. Position near the 
numeral. Fix the die-cut 
motifs to the board using 
foam pads or adhesive.

The VersaCut™ technology 
inside the Platinum™ and 
Platinum™6 Die Cutting 
and Embossing Machines 
offers unsurpassed power, 
strength and durability. 
You will also be able to cut 
your most detailed thin dies 
with the greatest precision 
imaginable!
spellbinderspaperarts.com

�  Print the words and font you like onto 
paper and fix to the board 
�  Insert graphite or tracing paper beneath 
the print out. Trace the words, then go 
around the image you just wrote using a 
white chalkboard marker
�  Block off specific areas for information;  
as this is a custom piece we have not 
provided exact measurements

Easy-peasy Lettering

12
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Love it...

Start with...
Giving Makes You Happy, 
Contour Steel-Rule Die  
(SR-016)
Designer Series, Tropical 
Paradise: Palm Trees (S3-
249), Flamingo (S3-248), 
Pineapple (S3-252)
Card, coloured
Papers, patterned

Make it... 
Bunting

1 Cut several 7cm x 10cm 
pieces of patterned paper. 

Fix to 8cm x 14cm of coloured 
card to give a 5mm border 
on three sides. Cut the excess 
card at the bottom into a 
pennant shape.

2 Die-cut pineapple, palm 
tree and flamingo shapes 

from coloured card. Use the 
rubber mat to emboss the 
motifs then glue together and 
fix to the centre of each flag.

Shapeabilities™ cut, emboss 
and stencil with a single 
die template. Debi Adams 
clean and simple approach 
continues with an eclectic 
line full of fun, quirky and 
trendy designs called the 
Wild & Free Collection.  
A wonderful assortment 
of topical leaves with a fun 
inclusion of a pineapple  
and flamingo in the five- 
piece set.
spellbinderspaperarts.com

Brighten plain  
skewers with fancy 
flamingo toppers

2 Cut a pineapple motif 
from plain card, glue 

different colours behind 
the shape and trim to 
the outline with scissors. 
Alternatively, cut flamingo 
pieces from card and layer. 
Fix the motifs to the tops of 
the boxes with foam pads.

Want a mirror image of 
an embossed design? 
Lay the cut out on the 
top of the die and use a 
small ball-ended tool to 
deboss into the recess

T
Try it...

Love it...
Stick to juicy, eye- 
popping colours 
for a real taste 
of the Tropics

Tip
Look around for 

patterned papers that 

will coordinate with 

your die-cut motifs

Favour boxes

1 Cut and assemble a gift 
box from brightly coloured 

card. Decorate the side 
panels of the box with 6.5cm 
squares of patterned paper. 
Add a plain square to the 
top of the box.

13
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Got a summer party 
planned? Then these 
fun suitcases are just 
the ticket for adding 
some crafting kudos 

to your present 
giving. For an easy 

finishing touch, 
add a die-cut label 

decorated with posies 

Start with...
Spellbinders® Platinum™ 
Die Cutting and Embossing 
Machine
Contour Steel-Rule Die: Travel 
Much (SR-052)
Stamp Set: Big Cheesecloth 
(SBS-046)
Stamps and Die Template Set: 
Tammy Tutterow, Posie Parts 
(SDS-035); Joanne Fink, Love 
(SDS-083)
Card, plain
Pigment ink-pads
Embroidery thread

Make it... 
Paper suitcases

1 Use the Travel Much die to 
cut suitcase boxes from 

coloured card. Crease along 
the scorelines and assemble, 
slipping the handle through the 
slot at the top of the case.  
Fold in the ends of the case, no 
glue is required.

2 Ink the Big Cheesecloth 
stamp and print onto card 

in a contrasting shade. When 
dry, cut tags from the printed 
card. Ink flower and leaf 
stamps and press onto white 
textured card. Colour  
in the designs.

3 Place the corresponding 
dies over the coloured 

images and lightly fix in place 
with washi tape. Die-cut the 
motifs and layer together 
on the tags with foam pads. 

Thread the labels using 
embroidery strands and  
tie to the box handles.

Stamp and colour 
all images onto 
one sheet to save 
fiddling with small 
scraps of card

Love it...
Use the textured 
stamp to print on 
the sides of the 
suitcase for a 
vintage finish

Try it...
Contour’s™ powerful Steel- 
Rule Dies can cut through 
a multitude of mixed 
media materials, from card, 
leather and fabric. Take 
your creativity to the next 
level and create beautiful 
projects to impress family 
and friends.
spellbinderspaperarts.com

Pack & dash
Tuck your treasures into zingy paper gift boxes

Posie for a Photo

14
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Posie for a Photo
Display your snaps in true vintage style

Instead of squirreling 
family photos away 
in the attic, why not 
display them pride 
of place on your 

mantelpiece? This 
unique holder  

combines crafty 
charm with classic 
florals for a pretty 
but practical piece 

Start with...
Spellbinders® Platinum™ 
Die Cutting and 
Embossing Machine
Die Set: Tammy Tutterow 
Happy Grams, Posie Parts 
(SDS–035)
Felt: pink; light, dark; green
Florist wire
Flower stamens
Florist tape
Cotton reel 
Pliers
Dowel
Glue gun 
Adhesives

Make it... 
Posie photo holder 

1 Die-cut one small Shabby 
Posie, one medium Pom-

Pom Posie and two leaves 
from felt. To create a stem, 
place a line of liquid glue 
from stem to tip on both 
leaves. Lay a piece of floral 
wire in the glue and leave to 
dry. Layer the two felt posies 
together, and punch a hole in 
the centre. 

2 Gather a bunch of 
flower stamens and 

twist together. Place the 
combined wires through 
the hole in the centre of the 
flowers. Push the posies to 
the top so they sit against 
the bottom of the stamens. 
Wrap the stem of the posie, 
and attach the leaves, with 
floral tape. 

3 To create the photo clip, 
cut a 25cm length of 

floral wire. Wrap around a 

small dowel four times. Use 
pliers to hold the ends of 
the wire together, and begin 
twisting. Continue until 
the stem portion is tightly 
wound. Slide the photo clip 
off of the dowel. Fill the 
centre of a wooden spool 
with hot glue. While the 
glue is hot, insert the flower 
bundle and photo clip into 
the centre, then set aside 
to cool.

From the inky hands of 
an industry leader comes 
a collection of everything 
Tammy Tutterow. Building 
on her distinctive hand 
lettering and illustrations, 
she has launched Happy 
Grams™, a range of stamps 
and dies, featuring  
nature-inspired designs.
spellbinderspaperarts.com

If using craft felt, test 
your adhesive on a 
scrap before attaching 
the leaves, as some 
glues are not very 
effective on this type   
of surface 

Try it...

Love it...
Make this project 
to hold place 
cards at parties. 
You can wrap 
empty spools 
with different 
ribbons

15
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Stephanie  
Low

I was expecting to say that I love my feather 
stamps the most since that is my niche, 
however the sweet little Owl stamp and die 
set from my Earth, Air, Water collection is 
by far my favourite! She has such grace, 
strength, and symbolises wisdom

Stephanie used Owl stamp and die set  
(SDS-039) for this charming card 

My favourite die changes with every 
release! Right now it is the Shorty Tags 
die set (S4-725) from my Happy Grams 

collection. I love dies that are basic and practical, things that  
I know I will be able to use over and over again. I love making art 
tags and mini books out of tags, so naturally my Shortie Tags is a 
perfect fit for me. But even more so, I love them because they are 
shorter than other tags the same size, making them fit perfectly 
into my larger pocket dies. To make them even more versatile, 
they come with different edge dies that allow the 
user to cut a variety of decorative edges from the tag. 
Shortie Tags is quickly becoming a go-to set for me!

Tammy Tutterow

Debi  
Adams

Hmmm… I guess  
I have to say that I love  
Perfectly Radishing (SDS-048) from my 
Market Fresh collection the most. It is so 
versatile, fun and whimsical with the play on 
words. I love creativity that has meaning but 
is light-hearted and puts a smile on your face 
when you make something, 
as well as when you give a 
creation as a gift.

Joann Fink... 
says her favourite 
is the Love stamp 
and die set (SDS-

083) from her Bible 
Journalling collection. 

“The versatility and 
uses for this product 

are completely 
unlimited. It's a 

wonderful everyday 
design that is perfect 

for gifts, cards, 
keepsakes or bible 

journalling.”

Designsperations
Our talented designers reveal their favourite dies
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Sharyn  
Sowell

Party Kids from my Joyous Celebration 
collection is special to me because I snipped it 

with my scissors while my neighbours' children 
paraded down our country road with a birthday 

cake and all the trimmings!
Sharyn’s neighbours were the inspiration behind 

Party Kids (S4-752) 

“BROKEN MAZE from my 
latest release lends itself to 

many projects and interpretations.  
It could be a maze, a labyrinth, or a path. 
Depending upon how it is used, the 
die-cut can be seen as playful, strong, 
spiritual or challenging.”

“GRACEFUL BORDERS is a tool  
that has won a treasured spot on my desk and 
is always within arms’ reach! Not only does it 
make a perfectly mitred card frame with any 
die-cut border or border punch I already own, 
but it really shakes up my entire stash of dies 
and everything that was old has become new.”

Marisa Job...
loves Flower Top Box 

(S6-116) from her 
Celebrate the Day 

Collection. “This is my 
favourite die because 
you can create party 
favours or gift boxes 
for special occasions, 

like a hen do or 
birthday party. These 
boxes are very easy to 
make as all the cut and 
score lines are included 
in the die. The flower 
petals on top are part 
of the one-piece die; 
the petals fold back 

and then are tied 
together with ribbon to 

close the box.”

Designsperations
Our talented designers reveal their favourite dies

Seth aptur & becca feeken
went for versatility by choosing Broken Maze (S4-743) 

and Graceful Frame Maker (S6-112)
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http://spellbinderspaperarts.com/


Watch these cards grow before your eyes

We’re picky about 
our fruit and veg.  

We like ours with a 
just picked freshness 

and that’s easy to 
create with these 
neat dies. Add a 

quirky greeting and 
you’re good to go!

Start with...
Spellbinders® Platinum™6 
Die Cutting and Embossing 
Machine or Spellbinders® 
Platinum™ Die Cutting and 
Embossing Machine
Stamp & Die Set, Designer 
Series: Perfectly Radishing 
(SDS-048); The 'Pearfect’ 
Avocado (SDS-050)
Nestabilities Standard Circles, 
small (S4-116)
Card, coloured
Pigment ink-pads

Make it... 
Radish card

1 Use the largest circle die to 
cut a yellow disc and fix to 

the top centre of a green A6 
blank. Ink the sentiment stamp 
in green and print in the bottom 
right corner of the card.

2 Cut radish and heart shapes 
from red card. Cut one 

large and two small leaves from 
green. Use ink-pads directly 
onto the shapes to shade them.

New

3 Glue the leaves in a 
bunch starting in the 

centre of the circle. Add 
the radish using foam pads. 
Fix the tiny heart above the 
sentiment.

Pear card

1 Cut a large orange circle 
and fix to a 10.5cm square 

yellow blank. Print the 
sentiment in green onto 
yellow card and mount onto 
bright green.

2 Cut large and small 
pear shapes from green 

and yellow card and layer 
together. Cut and emboss 
leaves from bright green. 
Use a textured paper to cut 
stems and pips.

3 Arrange the pears as 
shown. Add the stems, 

leaves and pips. Fix the 
sentiment panel to the 
bottom left with foam pads.

The VersaCut™ technology 
inside the Platinum™ and 
Platinum™6 Die Cutting 
and Embossing Machines 
offers unsurpassed power, 
strength and durability. 
You will also be able to 
cut your most detailed 
thin dies with the greatest 
precision imaginable!
spellbinderspaperarts.com

Love it...
Use the rubber 
embossing mat 
to give your 
motifs a greater 
depth and detail

Choose vibrant coloured 
card for a fresh finish

Try it...

Get set, fresh
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For your chance to win one of these amazing prizes simply visit aceville.com/spellbinders  
complete the online form and you will automatically be entered into the prize draw.

10 LUCKY CRAFTERS

For full terms & conditions visit aceville.com/spellbinders

DIE CUTTING COLLECTIONS
worth over £3,000  
UP FOR GRABS!

WIN! WIN! WIN!

Here's your chance to get your hands on some 
stunning die sets from the latest Spellbinders 
range. From Classic Spellbinders to Graceful 

Borders by Amazing Paper, we've also got Rouge 
Royale Deux Dies by Stacey Caron, Tammy Tutterow's 
Happy Grams and Market Fresh by Debi Adams, all for 
the taking!

Explore the creativity that is Spellbinders  
by bagging a set for yourself from these  
innovative collections. All you have to  
do is enter.

beautiful dies create beautiful greetings like these!

We have 10 sets of 22 dies  
chosen from each Spellbinders 
collection to give away! 

WIN A             DIE BUNDLE
worth £330

http://aceville.com/spellbinders
http://aceville.com/spellbinders


Shaping a beaut i fu l  l i fe™                             

Sapphire & Sapphire Plus

Visit 
for your exclusive
Spellbinders products 
createandcraft.com

TOnly  
available at

Exclusive!

http://createandcraft.com/
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